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A2iA and BOLT Document Management Announce Integration
and Availability of Laserfiche® Connector
Bolt Script, powered by A2iA, enables Laserfiche users to recognize cursive handwriting.
NEW YORK, January 4, 2011 – A2iA, the worldwide leading developer of tools for handwritten
and machine-printed text recognition, data extraction, and the intelligent classification of paper
documents, announced today that A2iA FieldReader™, its proprietary toolkit designed for
extracting information from structured and semi-structured forms, has been integrated into BOLT
Document Management’s Bolt Script. Bolt Script, a software add-on that enables Laserfiche®
ECM users to incorporate handwritten documents into their workflow, can be applied to a multitude
of verticals including banking, finance, healthcare, insurance, government, manufacturing,
education and utilities.
“Integrating the powerful recognition abilities of A2iA with world class Laserfiche® ECM systems
can quickly pay for itself in high volume applications,” said Jeff Nelson, BOLT Vice President.
“By allowing organizations the ability to automate the extraction of handwritten information on
forms and other complex documents, they reduce, and many times eliminate, the need for labor
intensive hand-keying of information.”
BOLT and A2iA will officially debut Bolt Script at the upcoming Laserfiche Institute Conference in
Los Angeles, California on January 10-12, 2011. Attendees can register online now to attend a Bolt
Script workshop at the conference.
Availability
Bolt Script, powered by A2iA, is available through BOLT at www.getbolt.com or by calling
+1 574-522-6595.
About A2iA
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading
developer of handwritten and machine printed text recognition, information extraction and
intelligent document classification toolkits. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and
independent software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data from all types of forms,
documents and checks, including unstructured handwritten letters, to become part of a structured
database, making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of flexibility as printed or digital
data. The company’s proprietary OCR, ICR and IWR toolkits do not contain any third-party
technology and are available in 23-country versions and 6-languages. Proven to reduce costs and
nearly eliminate data-entry and manual document processing, A2iA’s technology has been
improving business process automation and providing a visible ROI for nearly 20 years as it
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enhances forms-processing, transaction-processing, content management, document management,
and knowledge management systems worldwide. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call
+1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.
About BOLT Document Management
BOLT Document Management (div of BOLT, LTD) was formed in 1998 to provide computerbased digital document imaging solutions in Indiana, Michigan, and surrounding states. They offer
a full spectrum of digital imaging and content management solutions from turnkey ECM systems to
services including consulting, system hosting and production scanning. BOLT is a registered
Laserfiche Value Added Reseller and a Laserfiche Professional Development Partner. BOLT serves
government agencies and private companies of all types and sizes. BOLT corporate offices are
located in Elkhart, Indiana. BOLT is a State of Indiana certified woman owned small business.
###
® Laserfiche is a registered trade name of Compulink.

